
Learn about CFD Trading

Nowadays, we live in a constantly changing and developing world.
The present life is so dynamic that today’s innovation becomes
yesterday’s history. Under such conditions every modern person
searches for new solutions and technologies. The emergence of
Internet connection has expanded human’s opportunities in career
development. Almost all spheres of life have already been transferred
to the Internet world. Do you want to get a medical consultation? You
can get it easily just sitting at home in front of your computer. Do you
want to watch films?You can do it without going to any cinema.
Learn about CFD Trading (CFD Trading Explained) Do you want
to buy something from abroad? No need to go to that country just to
get the item, simple online pay-ment, and the item will visit your
living place. Likewise, financial markets are now available via simple
Internet connection. For investors, who are involved in Stock trading,
held in a centralized place, and who are looking for more
efficient trading instruments, will appreciate considerable
advantages of CFD trading, a trading instrument, developed not so
long ago. In this tutorial you will find all main principles of CFD
trading, which will lead to your better understanding of this
innovative market and to more successful trading. Welcome to the
world of CFD market! History of CFDs (A Short History of CFDs!)
CFDs were originated by a London derivative brokerage firm called
Smith New Court which was later bought out by Merrill Lynch. Brian
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Keelan and Jon Wood played a great role in the invention of CFDs. So
why did appear the necessity to invent CFDs? Clients of New Court
wanted to hedge their stock positions on the London Stock Exchange,
and CFDs were perfect tools to do it by going short, as well as getting
an opportunity to trade on margin. Apart from that, CFDs were a way
to avoid stamp duty which is an added bonus. Later on, CFDs stopped
being used only by hedge funds and became widespread among
retailers. The first CFD provider company was GNI, who launched
GNI Touch online trading system. By using this system, the
trader had a direct access to the London Stock Exchange, getting an
opportunity to see live quotes of each asset. Starting from 2002,
other countries of the world also opened their doors to this new
instrument. The first country to do it was Australia. Since then, CFD
trading has become more and more popular, spreading roots in
Germany, rance, Norway,Italy,Singapore,etc.. What is CFD? (What
is a Contract for Difference) If you have an intention to improve
your skills in financial markets and you are exploring new spheres to
try your hand at them, it is worth studying CFD trading and trying
yourself in it. So let us see what the essence of this trading is. CFD
(Contract for Difference) is a derivative financial product, since it
derives  its value from another financial asset. CFDs will allow you
trading on prices,moving up or moving down, without physically
possessing the underlying asset.The underlying asset in most cases is
a stock, but there are also CFDs for Indices,Commodities and other
instruments. According to the traditional definition, CFD is a contract
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between two parties, a buyer and a seller. If the difference between
the asset open price and its price at the moment of closing the
contract is positive, the seller pays to the buyer and,just on the
contrary, if that difference is negative, the buyer pays to the seller.
Differences Between CFD Trading & Stock Trading! CFD trading
is almost like Stock trading. The only difference is that while
you trade Stock CFD you do not own that Stock, you just use the
price fluctuations of that Stock in order to speculate. Let us assume
that you have decided to trade Google stocks in CFD market. The
expression ‘’trading Google stocks’’ does not mean that you own that
stock, aiming to buy or sell it for a profit. It means that you just trade
the price difference of that instrument, going ‘’long’’ or ‘’short’’. CFD
trading is performed the same way as Forex trading! (CFD
trading is like Stock trading) So, technically, CFD trading is
performed the same way as Forex trading. You trade in two
directions, i.e. you buy a stock, expecting its price to go up in order
to sell it later with higher price and vice versa, you sell a stock,
expecting its price to drop in order to buy it later with a lower price.
In both cases you pursue only one purpose - to get a profit. If you fall
short of expectations, your trading completes with losses. What is an
underlying asset? CFD traders are mainly involved in Stock CFD
trading. In this case Stock CFD derives its price from a Stock and as
that concrete Stock price changes, your Stock CFD’s price changes
simultaneously. Actually, by becoming a CFD trader, you get a wide
access to the world’s largest stock markets. Are you interested in
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shares of U.S. companies? You have a real opportunity to enjoy
trading such popular stocks, as Google (#S-GOOG), Facebook (#S-
FB), Apple Inc (#S-AAPL), Mic- rosoft Corporation (#S-MSFT), etc.
Do you wish to try yourself in European or  Australian stocks? You
are free to do it. All you need to do is just to choose a CFD provider,
which will correspond to your preferences. There are providers that
offer only American stocks, others may be specialized in
European stocks, and you can also encounter a provider,
offering both at the same time. What is attractive in CFD market?
(How To Start With The CFD Trading) The growing interest
towards this financial product is the best evidence of
its attractiveness. But what makes it so attractive? One may ask why
to trade a CFD if I can trade a common Stock. Actually, there are a
wide range of differences between them, due to which many Stock
traders have already passed to CFD trading market. Let us see the
main differences: Leverage If you track the price movement of a CFD
with that of a common Stock, you will see that the Stock CFD moves
the same direction as the physi-cal Stock. The price of CFD repeats
the price dynamics of the underlying asset. Trade on both rising
and falling markets Any CFD trader can get an opportunity to make
a profit regardless of the market direction. What does it mean? This
means that both rising and falling markets can equally bring you
gains, as you trade the price movement of a trading instrument,
without owning the physical stock. No stamp duty Unlike traditional
stock trading, CFD trading does not require paying any stamp duty. It
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is quite logical as you do not own that Stock. Accordingly, you do
not have any shareholder voting rights. Dividend payment Like
stock providers, CFD providers also pay dividends to traders on long
positions. So, dividend adjustment is credited to the client’s
account,in case of going long, and is debited from his account, in
case of going short.   To read More,Please Download the book.
Download This Book Source: IFC Markets Broker Review and Forex
Rebates(Cashback Forex) up to 85% – About IFC Markets
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